Research Paper Topics:

Research Paper Topics for College

- Domestic political scandals
- Business struggles & triumphs in certain market area
- College battles in the particular region
- Upcoming political regulations and their possible result and impact on society
- Pros & cons of hunting the wild deer in the specific area
- Mountaintop removal mining
- Healthcare privilege of youth in the United States
- Juvenile crime: contemporary methods of punishment & their effectiveness
- College tuition planning
- The role of gambling/online gaming in the life of a student
- Gay, bisexual, and transgender - differences & similarities
- The way menstruation affects young girls

Research Paper Topics for Middle School

- The song that made people better
- The way student contributes to his/her community
- How student’s ancestors arrived at where they are currently living
- Princess Diana & her dynasty
- President Obama and politics
- The Trail of Tears: What does it mean to the history of the US?
- How did the code talkers survive and won the war?
- Who is the greatest general that has lived on this planet?
- 10 ways to start protecting the environment
- Efficient options to achieve academic goals
- Text messaging & teen literacy
- Walmart influence in the development of the US economies
- The origins of EBM
- The methods ancient sailors navigated the globe

Science Research Paper Topics

- Reasons why flu virus is different from year to year
- Medical services to save babies born before 27 weeks
- Different types of stem cells and their usage
- Sleep disorders’ impact on the overall health condition
- Proof that screening for breast cancer is helpful
- A correlation between breastfeeding & improved baby’s health
- Stem cells to assist in reducing death rates in heart attack cases
- Several reasons why eating disorders can lead to the patient's death
- The healthiest diet does not exist
- Stop smoking to improve mental health
- Never-ending society evolution
- “Avengers” from Marvel from the scientific point of view

Business Research Paper Topics

- Compare & contrast the effectiveness of various managerial techniques
- Elucidate the pros of the small businesses
- Does franchising make it easier to run a business?
- What are the impacts of global warming on a specific type of business?
- Pros & cons of outsourcing services
- Old & rigid corporate traditions that save some popular companies
- Reasons to contribute some company’s assets to charity
- Useful techniques to attract the attention of a celebrity to take part in the marketing campaign
- The impact of Burger King on the US economies
- The Great Depression VS the Recession
- The Manhattan Project: Expectations & reality
- How communism affects business in Northern Korea

History Research Paper Topics

- Central Asian art: Its influence on contemporary art
- The correlation between Greek culture & Roman culture
- The correlation between history & culture on the example of Japan
- Different monetary systems’ influences in the development of humanity
- The act of Green Revolution in the history of mankind
- The most effective military strategy of all times
- Factors that initiated WWII
- Will humans face WWIII in the closest few years?
- Is liberalism the most optimal solution?
- What are some of the consequences of the women’s suffrage movements?
- The impact of mass media in the US war attempts in Vietnam
- How Genghis Khan conquered Persia
- Martin Luther King’s protest against the Catholic Church
- Aztec Empire and its architecture

Literature Research Paper Topics

- Duma’s “Three Musketeers” are not historically accurate in many senses
- The way Harry Potter reflects the ideal of the time
- Discuss and evaluate the allegory of 2 random novels
- The imagery within novel: The basic uses
- Explore the reasons why some authors use similes/metaphors
- Which factors help to identify the genre of the certain novel?
- What are the differences between a horror story and a thriller?
- Can you share a new aspect of prose based on independent research?
- A historical event of your interest depicted in different stories
- Explain how a particular literary genre emerged and developed
- Women’s suffrage movement in prose
Alchemy as described in some literary pieces
Books on Joan of Arc: Her image in them
The down of literature in the current society

Law Research Paper Topics

- International Criminal Law Court Tools: Evaluate their effectiveness
- Comparative criminal procedure: report & analysis with details
- The mission of WIPO: World Intellectual Property Organization
- The US Copyright Office: Does it really help the local writers to defend their business?
- What a European Patent Office does?
- Why is it important to learn GATT documents?
- Women's authority in different parts of the planet
- Inter-American Human Rights Library: Exciting outtakes & full report
- Mass communications law
- ECOLEX: A gateway to environmental law
- Election laws of the United States
- Islamic law: The way people around the globe perceive it

Controversial Topics for Research Paper

- Students must obtain a right to opt out of standardized testing if they do not find it necessary
- NSA can purge the gathered phone records for safety purposes
- Should parents be severer?
- Is it ethical to force humans to attend church?
- Is it legal to do abortions?
- Circumstances under which a biological father replaces a child's mom
- Teaching teenagers about sex is immoral
- It is okay for contemporary partners to live together before marriage
- Ideas on free-ranging parenting
- The society would be better without organized religion
- Technology affects religion
- Overeating VS consuming an insufficient amount of food

Argumentative Research Paper Topics

- DADT repeal and its significance
- The United States border control: The collected insights & analysis
- Advantages & disadvantages of breastfeeding
- Child adoption by a gay family
- The average wage in the US
- Why is it immoral for an old lady to date a young boy?
- Money is not the root of all evil but the way people use them
- Legalizing prostitution does not make sense
- Scholars should be given less homework
- The techniques to fight obesity safely
- Curfews help to keep young adults out of trouble

Research Paper Topics on Education
- E-Learning at home VS traditional education
- The meaning of standardized tests
- No Child Left Behind Act: Assessment of its effectiveness
- Does grade inflation take place in the United States?
- Living on campus help to develop independence
- Reading & literacy in the early days
- Curriculum, teaching, and assessment nowadays
- History of schooling statement
- Steps to complex language learning at home
- The efficiency of self-regulated schooling
- Learning style in limited groups
- Urban education VS village education
- General tests and their effectiveness in various institutions

**HR Research Paper Topics**

- The negative impact of feminism on the progress of contemporary employment culture
- The role of business ethics in the company of student’s choice
- Workplace diversity is helpful in creating a productive work environment
- The possibility of erasing one’s memory
- Making a doll out of a person
- Members of Congress must have specific term limits
- CEOs receive unfairly huge wages

**Dispute Topics for Research Papers**

- White collar jobs are losing its significance: Main reasons
- Crime taking place every day in some industries
- The impact of plastic bag usage on present-day consumers and their health
- Drug & alcohol abuse among children
- Homeschooling & its consequences
- Sexual assault: Various methods to punish it
- Substance abuse and its consequences
- How to deal with the narcissistic personality disorder